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The newest preschool John Deere titles introduce kids to the world of tractors and to the fall harvest

on the farm in DK's signature, fun-to-flip format.
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I picked this book up for my daughter (11 months) at the Kroger grocery thinking it would be a good

book to incorperate into the books for the fall season. We began to read the book and she loves it. It

is the same functional format and publisher as the books Words in my world and Noisy animals,

which are great too! The book starts out introducing where food comes from and then takes you on

to each typical food that is harvested on the farm. The thing my daughter loves about it is that it has

large full page flaps for her to open on each page that open to revieal a photo spread. Really

interactive. It starts out asking a question, "where does corn grow?" and baby opens the flap to

reveal a picture of the field or orcherd or part of farm where the food comes from. The tractor

character then tells you more information about how that particular tractor harvests the food. It is

very fun to read and My daughter never gets tired of wondering what is behind each flap page.

Great book for Autumn. We are getting ready to buy another copy because she has choosen this

book as a chew toy as well.



My 2 year old son loves the pictures of tractors and combines in this book! These are real, working

pictures of tractors that have a lot of detail. After less than a month though, the first fold out page

has been torn out. The pages fold out in different directions making it a bit confusing for him and

then they get folded the wrong way making them weak and able to tear at the fold.

Our son absolutely loves John Deere tractors. We ordered this book along with the "All About John

Deere" video and a really cool toy John Deere tractor. We put them all together as a little themed

Christmas gift. He liked it!

Our daughter loves books that are more than just pages that turn and this one about John Deere

tractors is a hit. We have been seeing a lot more tractors lately since harvest time started and she

loves them so naturally the pictures in the book make her smile.

It was a gift for a little guy! Board books are always best for the little people who love to interact.

My 9 month old loves to open the flaps and look at the realistic pictures! Mom likes that the pictures

are realistic and therefore educational instead of cartoon pictures.

Our son loves this book- tractors are one of his favorite things, and this one shows lots of them and

how they work, with (to a toddler) super-cool flaps that he can open.

Hard back I'm sure my granddaughter will chew on it and slobber over it. Her grandfather is a farmer

and she will always be around these types of farm machinery.
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